The type IIB supergravity AdS 3 × S 3 × T 4 background with mixed RR and NSNS 3-form fluxes is a near-horizon limit of a non-threshold bound state of D5-D1 and NS5-NS1 branes. The corresponding superstring world-sheet theory is expected to be integrable, opening the possibility of computing its exact spectrum for any values of the coefficient q of the NSNS flux and the string tension. In arXiv:1303.1447 we have found the treelevel S-matrix for the massive BMN excitations in this theory, which turned out to have a simple dependence on q. Here, by analyzing the constraints of symmetry and integrability, we propose an exact massive-sector dispersion relation and the exact S-matrix for this world-sheet theory. The S-matrix generalizes its recent construction in the q = 0 case in arXiv:1303.5995.
Introduction
This paper is a sequel to [1] in which we initiated the study of S-matrix for elementary massive excitations of superstring theory on AdS 3 × S 3 × T 4 with mixed RR + NSNS 3-form flux parametrized by q ∈ (0, 1). This model interpolates between the purely RR flux case (q = 0)
described by a supercoset GS superstring and the purely NSNS flux case (q = 1), which can be described by a supersymmetric WZW model. Its classical integrability [2] is expected to extend to the full quantum level and thus, like in the AdS 5 × S 5 case [3] , should allow for an exact solution for the string spectrum for any value of the string tension h and the parameter q. This should shed light on the corresponding dual 2-d CFT which is currently not understood beyond its supersymmetry-protected BPS sector.
Here we shall extend the tree-level (h → ∞) S-matrix (section 2) found in [1] from the superstring action to the exact in h result using symmetry algebra considerations [4, 1] and generalizing the pure RR (q = 0) result of [5] . A key idea is that while the superstring symmetry group and the symmetry algebra of the S-matrix do not depend on q, the representation of the latter on particle states does (section 3). This leads to a q-modified exact "magnon" dispersion relation discussed in section 4. This exact dispersion can be found also by discretizing the spatial world-sheet direction in the quadratic part of the light-cone gauge string action with the 1-d lattice step being h −1 , i.e. the inverse of string tension.
1
In the q = 0 case [5] the exact S-matrix (written in terms of the Zhukovsky variables x ± )
is completely fixed, up to two phases, by its symmetry algebra and satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation without the need to use explicit form of the dispersion relation. To generalize to the q = 0 case we find a new set of Zhukovsky variables x ± ± (the ± subscripts correspond to positively/negatively charged states) that are consistent with the q-modified dispersion relation and in terms of which the representation parameters and the exact S-matrix take the same form as in the q = 0 case (section 5). The S-matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation and involves four phases that remain to be determined by additional considerations. We discuss a conjecture for the phases in terms of their q = 0 values and discuss explicitly the relation to the AFS phase in the leading semiclassical string theory limit. Section 6 contains a discussion of some open problems.
S-matrix in the BMN limit
The tree-level S-matrix for the massive BMN modes of the superstring theory on AdS 3 ×S 3 ×T 4 with mixed 3-form flux was found in [1] . The flux is parametrized by 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, with q = 0 (q = 1) corresponding to the pure RR case and q = 1 (q = 0) -to the pure NSNS case,
The second parameter is the string tension h related to the radius of AdS 3 or S 3 :
2)
The quantized coefficient of the WZ term in the action is related to q and h as
3)
The near-BMN expansion of the AdS 3 × S 3 × T 4 superstring action describes 4 + 4 (bosonic + fermionic) modes with massq = 1 − q 2 , and 4 + 4 massless modes. The corresponding S-matrix for the massive modes can be written as the graded tensor product of two copies of an S-matrix describing the scattering of 2 + 2 massive modes. Let us denote the two massive bosons associated to the orthogonal directions of S 3 as the complex scalar y = y 1 + iy 2 and the corresponding scalar for AdS 3 as z = z 1 + iz 2 . The four massive fermions will be represented as two complex Grassmann fields ζ and χ. Then we can define the following tensor product states |y = |φ ⊗ |φ , |z = |ψ ⊗ |ψ , |ζ = |φ ⊗ |ψ , |χ = |ψ ⊗ |φ , (2.4) where |φ is bosonic and |ψ is fermionic. The factorization property means that the S-matrix for {y, z, ζ, χ} can be constructed from an S-matrix for {φ, ψ}, which takes the following form 5) where the signs ± represent the charges, i.e. correspond to the fields and their conjugates.
The structure of this S-matrix (2.5) is constrained by the requirement of a U(1) 2 symmetry under which {φ, ψ} have charges {1, 0} and {0, 1} respectively. The leading-order term in the expansion in the inverse string tension h −1 gives the tree-level S-matrix, for which the phases
contain the dependence on the gauge parameter a (a = 1 2 corresponds to the uniform light-cone gauge) 3 and the other non-trivial functions of the momenta p, p ′ and energies e ± , e ′ ± are given by [1] 
,
where
8)
Eq.(2.9) gives the dispersion relation (which is the same for the bosonic and fermionic modes), e 2 ± = 1 + p 2 ± 2q p, generalizing the familiar BMN massive relativistic dispersion relation. The energy is minimized when p = ∓q so thatq is the mass of the corresponding excitations.
For the case of pure RR flux (q = 0) an all-loop conjecture for the S-matrix for the massive modes was made in [5] using symmetry algebra considerations and integrability constraints. 3 Here we use the notation a for the gauge parameter instead of a used in [1] and some earlier references. 4 The phase factors still remain to be explicitly determined from crossing condition and the requirement of correspondence with string perturbation theory, see a discussion in [5] .
The aim of the present work is to extend the tree-level q = 0 result [1] for the S-matrix to all orders in h −1 , i.e. to generalize the exact S-matrix proposal of [5] to the presence of a nonvanishing NSNS flux. The starting point will be to understand how the action of the symmetry algebra of the S-matrix is modified for q = 0.
3 The S-matrix symmetry algebra and its representation
The type IIB supergravity background corresponding to the superstring under consideration is the near-horizon limit of the non-threshold BPS bound state of NS5-NS1 and D5-D1 branes (see, e.g., [6] and references there) and can thus be obtained, e.g., by applying S-duality to the NS5-NS1 (q = 1) or D5-D1 (q = 0) solution. This means that the space-time symmetry of this background can not depend on q. Indeed, the non-trivial "massive" AdS 3 × S 3 part of the superstring action can be described by the same supercoset geometry [P SU(1, 1|2) ×
with q appearing only as a parameter in the action [2] .
For this reason it is not surprising that the symmetry algebra of the corresponding S-matrix (which should be a subalgebra of the supercoset symmetry preserved by the BMN vacuum)
should not depend on q. However, the dependence on q may enter the form of its representation on particle states.
For q = 0 the factorized form of the S-matrix described in section 2 is a consequence of the structure of the symmetry algebra and the integrability. As the theory should be integrable for any q, the exact S-matrix should also factorize. Furthermore, the factor S-matrix should satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation.
The symmetry algebra here is also the same as in the case of the S-matrix of the Pohlmeyerreduced theory corresponding to the AdS 3 × S 3 superstring [4, 8] . Its generators are: (i) two U(1) generators R and L; (ii) four supercharges Q ±∓ and S ±∓ (+ and − denote the charges under the U(1) × U(1) bosonic subalgebra); (iii) three central extension generators C, P and
the non-vanishing (anti-)commutation relations are given by
These are consistent with the following set of reality conditions
This superalgebra is a centrally-extended semi-direct sum of u(1) (generated by B) with two copies of the superalgebra psu(1|1), i.e.
The central extensions are represented by the generators M, C, P and K. As for the other three central extensions, C, P and K, there is therefore only a single copy of the u(1) central extension M when we consider the symmetry of the full S-matrix
The algebra (3.2) is a subalgebra of the familiar psu(2|2) ⋉ R 3 which was a factor symmetry in the corresponding construction of the S-matrix of the AdS 5 × S 5 superstring theory [9, 10] .
In that case the automorphism group of the algebra was SL(2, C); here, however, it is enhanced to GL(2, C). The additional GL(1, C) acts as follows:
The presence of this additional automorphism, in principle, allows one to introduce different mass values (as is the case, e.g., for the AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 theory with pure RR flux [11] ) through rescaling the eigenvalue of M.
The particular representation of this symmetry algebra which is of interest to us here consists of one complex boson φ and one complex fermion ψ. The generators have the following action on the one-particle states (we use the notation
Here a ± , b ± , c ± , d ± , C ± , P ± and K ± are the representation parameters that will eventually be functions of the energy and momentum of the state. The fact that this representation is actually reducible ({φ + , ψ + } and {φ − , ψ − } are two irreducible representations related by conjugationcalled "left" and "right" in a related context [12] , cf. footnote 2) allows for the introduction of the subscripts ± on the representation parameters. The parameters with subscript "+" should be related to those with subscript "−" by charge conjugation (see below). The motivation for introducing the subscripts is clear from the tree-level results of [1] , summarized above in section 2.
For the supersymmetry algebra to close the following conditions should be satisfied
These can easily be seen to imply that 9) which are just the shortening conditions for the two irreducible atypical representations. Physically, they will be interpreted as dispersion relations, with M ± , C ± , P ± and K ± defined in terms of the energy and momentum. In particular, in the near-BMN limit they should reduce to the expressions (2.9) found at leading order in perturbation theory. The representation parameters are further constrained by the reality conditions (3.3)
To define the action of this symmetry on the two-particle states we need to introduce the coproduct
and the opposite coproduct, defined as
where J is an arbitrary generator and P defines the graded permutation of the tensor product.
The coproduct differs from the usual product by the introduction of a new abelian generator U, with ∆(U) = U ⊗ U [13] (see also [4] ). This is done according to a Z-grading of the algebra, whereby the charges −2, −1, 1, 2 are associated to the generators K, S, Q, P while the remaining generators are uncharged. The action of U on the single-particle states is given by
This braiding allows for the existence of a non-trivial S-matrix. It should be noted that for the central extensions the coproduct should be equal to its opposite -an issue we will return to in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
The factorized tree-level S-matrix of the theory with mixed 3-form flux (q = 0) given in (2.5)-(2.9) co-commutes (∆ op (J) S = S ∆(J)) with the supersymmetry algebra if the representation parameters in (3.7),(3.13) have the following form at the leading order in the large h (near-BMN) expansion
√ 2 e ± + 1 ± q p ,
C ± thus plays the rôle of the energy. In the q → 0 limit P ± and K ± are proportional to the spatial momentum and M ± is the effective mass parameter, while in the q → 1 limit P ± and K ± vanish, while M ± is the spatial momentum shifted by ±1.
Exact expressions in the q = 0 case
To generalize the above expressions for the representation parameters (3.14) to all orders in h let us first review their algebraic construction for the pure RR case of q = 0 [1, 5] . In this case the parameters with + and − subscripts are equal -there is a formal symmetry under the interchange of the two irreducible atypical representations; therefore, we will drop them for the remainder of this subsection. The set of equations (3.8) can be solved for a, b, c, d in terms of M, C, P and K as
Here α is a phase parametrizing the normalization of the fermionic states with respect to the bosonic states, and can be a function of the central extensions. To match the expressions in (3.14) corresponding to the tree-level string world-sheet S-matrix [1] summarized in section 2
we should take α = 1 + O(h −1 ). To facilitate comparison with the literature, for the moment we will leave α unfixed. Furthermore, we can use the GL(1, C) automorphism (3.6) to fix
As was mentioned above, one important consequence of the non-trivial braiding (3.11) is that for the central extensions the coproduct should be equal to its opposite. This implies
We fix the normalization of P relative to K by taking both constants of proportionality to be equal to 1 2 h where the reality conditions (3.10) require that h is real (h will later be interpreted as string tension). 5 Acting on the single-particle states gives us the relations
where U should satisfy, as a consequence of (3.10), the following reality condition
Motivated by the well-known construction in the AdS 5 × S 5 case (implying a similar one in the
case with q = 0 [12, 5, 1]) we identify C with (half) the energy and define U in terms of the spatial momentum p as
Using (3.18) and (3.20) we can substitute in for C, P and K in terms of the energy and the momentum in the shortening conditions (3.9) to find the following familiar dispersion relation
The reality conditions (3.10) do allow for the introduction of an additional phase into the constants of proportionality, i.e. he −iϕ . However, this phase does not appear in the S-matrix and thus we set it equal to one. 6 Note that the mapping between the representation parameters here and those used in [5] is as follows:
where we have denoted the eigenvalues of the generators P, P † in [5] as P, P * .
Therefore, h should be taken to be equal to the string tension eq.(2.2). In terms of the energy and the momentum the representation parameters a, b, c and d (3.15) are then given by
We recall that α is a phase, which may depend on the momentum.
To define the near-BMN expansion we should set 23) and expand the representation parameters in powers of h −1 keeping p fixed. Then the dispersion relation (3.21) reduces to the BMN one, e 2 = 1 + p 2 , and setting α = 1 + O(h −1 ) we find the agreement with the q → 0 limit of the expressions in (3.14) . This means that the factorized treelevel S-matrix of the theory with pure RR flux (q = 0) co-commutes with the above symmetry algebra.
Let us now generalize the above algebraic construction to q = 0. Starting with the expressions (3.14) found in the limit 24) it is natural to conjecture that the exact expressions for U ± , M ± , C ± , P ± and K ± should be
Then the algebraic requirement that the coproduct for P and K should be equal to its opposite is still satisfied. 7 The corresponding expressions for a ± , b ± , c ± and d ± are therefore given by 7 It should be noted that eq.(3.25) is not the most general solution of this requirement but is a simple one that seems physically motivated: it matches the "discretization" interpretation of the resulting dispersion relation discussed in section 4, suggestive of an underlying spin chain picture, by analogy with the AdS 5 × S 5 case.
(cf. (3.14))
where, as before, α ± are free phases, that are allowed to depend on the momentum. In the BMN limit (3.24), setting α ± = 1 + O(h −1 ), these expressions reduce to the corresponding ones in (3.14).
Substituting M ± , C ± , P ± and K ± from (3.25) into the shortening conditions (3.9) leads to the following exact dispersion relation [1]
Exact dispersion relation
Let us now discuss some features of the exact dispersion relation (3.27) or, for a positive-energy particle state,
General structure and limits
Assuming the relation (2.3) between h and the quantized coefficient k of the bosonic WZ term in the string action (related to the NS5-brane charge), this dispersion relation can be written also as
Eq.(4.1) interpolates between the RR case (q = 1, q = 0) when it becomes the standard magnon dispersion relation and the NSNS case (q = 0, q = 1). In the latter case when the world-sheet theory becomes the superstring generalization of the SU(1, 1) × SU(2) WZW theory with level
8 A similar "massless" dispersion relation e = 2h sin p 2 appeared already in [28] in the limit α → 0 or α → 1 of the AdS 3 ×S 3 ×S 3 ×S 1 theory (with the radii of the two spheres parametrized as R
For small p one therefore finds a massless dispersion relation, in agreement with the world-sheet expectations (in the BMN limit (4.4) we get e ± = |p ± 1|). As discussed below, (4.3) can be interpreted as corresponding to a lattice analog of a massless chiral scalar or fermion kinetic operator.
In the BMN limit (3.24) the relation (4.1) reduces to
matching the result (2.9) following directly from the string world-sheet perturbation theory [14, 2, 1] . In the different strong coupling limit -semiclassical or "giant magnon" [15] limit when p stays finite while h → ∞, eq.(4.1) reduces to
This implies that the classical energy (minus the angular momentum) of the corresponding "giant magnon" solution should not dependent on q, i.e. on the value of the NSNS flux. At the same time, there should be a string 1-loop correction proportional to q (indeed, there was no 1-loop correction in the q = 0 case [16, 17] ). It would be interesting to confirm the presence of this correction by a string-theory computation of the one-loop correction to the corresponding giant-magnon energy, thus providing a non-trivial check of the exact dispersion relation (4.1).
As there is little solid knowledge about the corresponding dual 2-d CFT (beyond the supersymmetry protected BPS states and moduli space, cf. [18] and references there) it is hard to comment on the possible meaning of (4.1) or (4.2) in the small string tension or weak coupling region h → 0. In general, the identification of the parameter h in (4.1) with the string tension Let us now assume that the spatial direction σ is compact with length ℓ = 2πJ (we rescale τ and σ by the semiclassical S 3 angular momentum or rotation frequency parameter J ).
Assuming that the spatial derivative is defined as y ′ r → ε −1 (y r(n+1) − y r(n) ), the discrete version of the action (4.6) becomes
The corresponding equations of motion for y 1(n) and y 2(n) are then
As in the standard Klein-Gordon operator case of q = 0 (see, e.g., [21, 22] ) these can be solved using the momentum space eigenfunctions, i.e. by replacing
This gives
The corresponding dispersion relation is (e 13) which is equivalent to the exact dispersion relation in (3.27) upon making the following iden-
Thus the step of the lattice ε has the interpretation of the inverse of string tension. Then using (2.2),(4.7) we conclude that J = √ λJ , which is the familiar relation between the semiclassical J and exact J angular momentum.
In the special case of q = 1 the dispersion relation (4.1) simplifies to (4.3) . In this case the RR flux is absent and the string theory is described by supersymmetric generalization of the SU(1, 1) × SU(2) WZW model and should therefore have a massless perturbative spectrum.
This is indeed so in the "non-compact" (J → ∞) or small p limit of (4.3) or (4.13). The exact relation (4.3) also has a discrete interpretation -as the dispersion relation for the "left" and "right" massless operators ∂ 0 ± ∂ 1 on a 1-d spatial lattice. Indeed, the chirality of the WZW equations of motion imply that, to quadratic fluctuation order, they reduce to the equations for the "left" and "right" chiral scalars. Equivalently, one may start with a massless fermionic
Starting with (4.15) and discretizing σ as discussed above, we find the dispersion relation 16) which is indeed the same as (4.3) provided we assume (4.14).
We conclude that the NSNS 3-form flux (or q-dependent) term in the generalization (3.27) of the BMN dispersion relation has a natural discrete (1-d lattice) origin. Heuristically, this
suggests that for fixed J the world sheet becomes effectively discrete at finite string tension.
Note that in the AdS 5 × S 5 context the relation between the spin chain description of the SYM dilatation operator at weak coupling (in the "quadratic" approximation, i.e. ignoring scattering of magnons) and the quadratic BMN term in the string action can be made precise by including all higher-derivative terms in the Landau-Lifshitz-type description of fluctuations near the ferromagnetic vacuum (see [23] ).
Let us note that as was recently discussed in [22] , the Casimir vacuum energy of a 2-d scalar field of mass 1 on a periodic spatial lattice of J points with step ε = h −1 (with the standard dispersion relation given by the q = 0 limit of (4.13)) can be identified with the free energy of a gas of particles on an infinite line with temperature 1/J and the "mirror" energyẽ [24, 25] E vac (J, h) = ∞ 0 dp π log 1 − e −Jẽ(p,h) ,ẽ = 2 arcsinh 1 +p
Hereẽ,p are related to e, p in the original dispersion relation e 2 = 1 + 4h 2 sin
p 2
by the doubleWick rotation, e → ip, p → iẽ. A similar expression should appear also in the q = 0 case, where eq.(3.27) or (4.13),(4.14) implies that the corresponding mirror dispersion relation is
The analog of (4.17) will contain the sum of two log terms corresponding to the two signs in (4.18). As was shown in [22] , for large J and large or small h the energy E vac in (4.17) has either e −J ("Luscher") or h 2J ("wrapping") behaviour. It would be of interested to study how this is modified in the q = 0 case. In particular, the q = 1 case appears to be very special. 10 Here i stands for a chemical potential term leading to a gap in the energy to match (4.13).
Exact S-matrix
Let us now turn to the question of the exact generalization of the tree-level expression (2.7) for the S-matrix (2.5).
q = 0 case
Let us start by reviewing the pure RR case discussed in [5] (see also [11, 26, 12] for related earlier work). As was briefly discussed in section 3.1, for q = 0 there is a formal symmetry under the interchange of the two irreducible atypical representations. Therefore, for the remainder of this subsection we may drop the subscripts ± on both the representation parameters and the parametrizing functions of the S-matrix.
For q = 0 the standard relations between the Zhukovsky variables x ± = x ± (p) and the energy and momentum are as in the AdS 5 × S 5 case [9]
In these variables the dispersion relation (3.21) takes the following familiar form
and solving for x ± in terms of e and p we find
The representation parameters a, b, c and d in (3.15), (3.22) can then be written as
11 Note that the coupling h used here is twice the coupling h used in [5] .
12 Using the mapping in footnote 6, we see that for exact agreement with [5] we should set α = e iπ 4
x + x − .
The functions parametrizing the exact S-matrix (2.5) are given by [5] 13
Here the primed kinematic variables correspond to primed fields in (2.5) and the phases A,Ā (2.6), which contain the dependence on the gauge parameter a, take the usual exact form [10]
which can also be written explicitly in terms of x ± using (5.1).
Crucially, this S-matrix is completely fixed, up to the two phases S 1 and S 2 , just by demanding the invariance under the four supercharges. In particular, one does not need to impose the dispersion relation (5.2). Furthermore, it can be checked that this S-matrix satisfies the Yang- 13 Here we have written the parametrizing functions of the S-matrix in the so-called "string frame" (see, e.g., [27] ). Therefore, it is this frame that one should use to compare to [5] . The transformation from the "spin-chain frame" to the "string frame" is given explicitly in appendix E of [12] . The mapping between the functions parametrizing the S-matrix used here and those used in [5, 12] is then given by (see also footnote 2)
Furthermore, to establish exact agreement the phase α in (5.4) (which just parametrizes the normalization of the fermionic states with respect to the bosonic ones) should be set to e iπ 4
x + x − , in concord with footnote 12.
Baxter equation, QFT unitarity, and also braiding unitarity so long as the phases satisfy [5] where β and γ are arbitrary real numbers, the S-matrix (2.5), (5.6) has a crossing symmetry [5] , so long as the two phases in (5.6) are related in the following way:
Here the label c denotes that the corresponding arguments are taken as (
where the "crossed" Zhukovsky variablesx ± are, as usual, given
14 To recall, α is a phase parametrizing the normalization of the fermionic states with respect to the bosonic ones, which can depend on the momentum. There are various conventions used in the literature, which, in general, can be written in the form given in eq.(5.9).
corresponding toē = −e ,p = −p. The crossing symmetry can be seen at the level of the parametrizing functions (5.6) from the following identities
To generalize to the q = 0 case let us first modify the relations between the Zhukovsky variables x ± and e, p (5.1) as follows:
Written in terms of these new variables x ± ± the dispersion relation (3.27) takes the following
Solving for x ± ± in terms of e ± and p for general q we find the following generalization of (5.3)
15 To be completely general, one could work in terms of the representation parameters C ± , M ± and U ± , where
± ) (h is some proportionality coefficient, cf. (3.25) , that should go like hq for large h) are fixed by requiring that the coproduct should equal its opposite for the central extensions.
Defining
the dispersion relation then takes the following form
The rest of this subsection then proceeds almost identically (only the definitions of x ± ± in terms of e ± and p (5.15) and the discussion of the semiclassical limit at the end are modified) so long as the representation parameters have the correct near-BMN expansion (3.14). Furthermore, the discussion in subsection 5.3 also applies assuming thath ∼q as q → 1.
16 A different modification of the dispersion relation for x ± appeared in the AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 case [28] . In that case the modes were split into two halves, one with mass α and the other with mass 1−α. The modification then amounted to effectively rescaling the h −1 term in the r.h.s. of the analog of (5.14), or, equivalently, taking
. This is in contrast to the situation here, for which the q-dependent modification depends on the momentum and requires M + = M − . Note also that the q → 1 limit of the expression (5.14) should be taken with care as x ± ± ∼q −1 orq. This is discussed further in section 5.3.
While the dispersion relation (5.14) is a non-trivial modification of the q = 0 relation (5.2), the expressions for the representation parameters a ± , b ± , c ± and d ± (3.26) in terms of x ± ± are found to have the same form as in (5.4), up to a universal rescaling by √q , i.e.
hq 2
Here, like in (5.5),
As this rescaling byq does not affect the action of the supersymmetry algebra, we can immediately write down the functions parametrizing the exact S-matrix (2.5) in the case of q = 0 by generalizing the expressions in (5.6) as follows
As was already mentioned in section 5.1, since the S-matrix at q = 0 satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation without the need to use the dispersion relation, and since it has a block-diagonal structure, the above generalization of this S-matrix to q = 0 case should still satisfy the YBE.
Indeed, we have checked explicitly that this is the case for the S-matrix (2.5) with (5.18).
Let us recall that the tree-level S-matrix's generalization to non-zero q [1] , summarized in section 2, was remarkably simple. In particular, the functions l 1,2,3 only depend on q through the dispersion relation. This simplicity is apparent in the exact S-matrix when written in terms of the Zhukovsky variables. It is worth noting that if the exact S-matrix is written in terms of the energy and momentum variables this simplicity is no longer manifest due to the non-trivial all-order definition of the Zhukovsky variables (5.15) (in particular, their dependence on q is not only through the dispersion relation). This is hinted at in the tree-level results by the more complicated structure of l 4,5 compared to l 1,2,3 (2.8).
The phases A,Ā in (5.7), which contain the dependence on the gauge parameter a, have the following natural generalization to q = 0
)(e
They can be written explicitly in terms of x ± ± using (5.13).
As for the four phases S 1 ± , S 2 ± , like their q = 0 limits [5] in (5.6), they are not fixed by the symmetry or the Yang-Baxter equation. Observing that (x
, it can be seen that the S-matrix in the q = 0 case is QFT unitary, while for braiding unitarity the phases should satisfy additional constraints, analogous to (5.8) in the q = 0 case,
Furthermore, setting, as in eq.(5.9), 21) the crossing symmetry of the q = 0 case, (5.10),(5.12), also generalizes to q = 0 in a natural way with the "crossed" Zhukovsky variables (5.11) given bȳ
Indeed, in view of (5.15) the relations (5.22) are equivalent to the expected relations for the "crossed" energy and momentum:ē
Explicitly, so long as the four phases are related in the following way (analogous to (5.10))
where S
It is then natural to conjecture that the pattern of the generalization to the q = 0 case described above may also apply to the phases, i.e. to find their expressions in terms of the new Zhukovsky variables we just need to replace
in the q = 0 phases as
However, this prescription is ambiguous: since the dispersion relation is modified for q = 0 (cf.
(5.2) and (5.14)), starting with two expressions equal at q = 0, using in one of them the q = 0 dispersion relation and then generalizing to q = 0 as in (5.26) we would find different results.
This suggests that the expressions for the four undetermined phases should be given by some modification of (5.26) that resolves this ambiguity.
In this paper we will present such modification only for the strong coupling limit of the phases. In the q = 0 case, at the leading order in h → ∞ limit the two phases S 1 , S 2 were proposed [5] to be equal to the AFS [29] phase (up to factors). Explicitly, for S 1 one has
28)
(5.29)
Our proposal for S 1 ± for generic q at strong coupling is then given by the rule in eq. Finding S 1 ± according to this prescription and using the crossing relations (5.24) to obtain the expressions for S 2 ± 18 we have checked explicitly that in the BMN limit (3.24), setting
, we then recover the tree-level string-theory S-matrix for the elementary massive excitations (summarized in section 2) as found in [1] .
To compare to semiclassical string theory one is to consider another strong-coupling limitthe "giant magnon" limit:
While the leading term (4.5) in the energy (4.1) does not depend on q in this limit, the Zhukovsky variables do. Expanding (5.15) we find
Taking this limit in the phase factors S 1 ± , S 2 ± computed at h → ∞ as explained below (5.30),
we find the following leading behaviour
where as alwaysq 2 = 1 − q 2 . This expression is invariant under the crossing transformation
For q = 0 eq.(5.33) reduces to the familiar semiclassical "giant-magnon" limit [15] of the AFS phase. For q = 1 eq.(5.33) implies that the leading term in the phase is trivial. It would be interesting to confirm this directly by considering "giant magnon" scattering in the WZW model. 17 Starting with the dispersion relation (5.14) we may formally introduce new variables y ± (we suppress the ± subscripts, choosing, e.g., sign + in (5.14))
x − , such that y ± = x ± when q = 0. Then the combination that should appear in front of log in ϑ 0 in (5.29) is 18 Note that because of the ambiguity discussed beneath eq.(5.26), to find S 2 ± we cannot use the same procedure as used for S 1 ± starting with the q = 0 expression given in [5] . 
In the second case the parametrizing functions L 2,3,4 ± , Λ 2,3,4 ± take the same form as in (5.18),
again with x
, while the remaining functions are
The corresponding Bethe ansatz for the spectrum should then have a substantial simplification in this limit. In particular, taking the observation below eq.(5.33) as a hint, one may expect that the exact phases should trivialize in the q = 1 limit. This would be in line with the expected simplification of the spectrum in the case of the AdS 3 × S 3 string theory with NSNS flux which is described by the WZW theory (here in a light-cone type gauge).
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Concluding remarks
The exact dispersion relation and the S-matrix presented above is a starting point for the construction of the corresponding Bethe ansatz for the string spectrum in the general q = 0 case. The full S-matrix is a product [1, 5] of two copies of the "elementary" S-matrices (2.5) with the coefficient functions given in (5.18). Remarkably, these are exactly the same as in the q = 0 case (5.6) [5] , just with ± subscripts added. The details are then encoded in the generalization of the dispersion relation to the q = 0 case according to (3.27) , (5.14) .
This suggests that the corresponding Bethe ansatz that corresponds to this scattering matrix should have essentially the same structure as found in the q = 0 case in [5] . Once again, this is largely due to the symmetry algebra being the same for any value of q. 20 The same should apply to the construction of the corresponding Y-system and TBA equations. 19 There is an interesting open question about the possible relation between this exact S-matrix appearing in the q → 1 limit for scattering of "solitonic" states with the dispersion relation (4.3) and the massless S-matrices for scattering of elementary excitations in the k = 1 [30] and k > 1 [31] SU (2) WZW model. 20 In this sense, the case of AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 theory appears to be a more complicated 1-parameter generalization as there the symmetry algebra depends on the deformation parameter α [11, 12] .
One outstanding open problem (already for q = 0) is to find the exact expressions for the four dynamical phases S 1 ± , S 2 ± in the S-matrix (5.18). As discussed in section 5.2 below eq.(5.26), their generalization from q = 0 to q = 0 may not be as straightforward as for the S-matrix coefficients in (5.6),(5.18).
There are a number of additional investigations that are required to check the formal construction of this paper against perturbative string theory. First, one should match the semiclassical strong-coupling limit of the BA equations corresponding to the S-matrix with the phases given by (5.30) with the finite-gap equations for the corresponding classical string sigma model, generalizing the discussion in the q = 0 case in [5] . It would be interesting also to derive the semiclassical phase (5.33) from "giant magnon" scattering considerations as in [15] .
It is also important to find the string one-loop (and possibly two-loop) corrections to the treelevel BMN S-matrix to determine the corresponding subleading terms in the four phases. Such computations appear to be feasible using unitarity techniques recently described in [32, 33] .
One simplifying option is to consider the analog of the near-flat limit as was done in the q = 0 case in [34] . It should be possible also to find the one-loop corrections to phases by studying the leading quantum corrections near semiclassical solutions like the "giant magnon" and spinning string, generalizing the corresponding investigations [17, 20] in the q = 0 case.
It would be interesting also to construct an exact 3-parameter (h, q, k) S-matrix that interpolates (as in the AdS 5 × S 5 case [35] ) between the exact superstring S-matrix parametrized by (h, q) and the exact relativistic S-matrix of the corresponding Pohlmeyer-reduced theory [1, 4, 36] parametrized by (q, k). 21 As was shown in [1] , the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory in the q = 0 case depends on q only through the mass scaleμ =qµ, i.e. its relativistic S-matrix is actually independent of q. The interpolating S-matrix should have a non-trivial dependence on q to recover the superstring S-matrix in the appropriate limit.
Finally, let us mention that it would be interesting to generalize the construction of this paper to the case of superstring theory on AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 supported by a mixture of RR and NSNS flux parametrized by the two parameters α and q. The AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 supported just by RR flux (q = 0) depends on α ∈ (0, 1) [11, 28, 12] 22 so one may compare this one-parameter generalization of AdS 3 × S 3 × T 4 with the one (with NSNS flux parameter q) we discussed in this paper. One obvious difference is that the two theories have different 21 Here k stands for the coefficient in front of the action of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory. 22 The radii of the two spheres are given by R case for which M + and M − remain equal, the introduction of q lifts the "degeneracy" between the representation parameters with + and − subscripts, i.e. M + = M − . 23 Furthermore, in the AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 case M = M ± takes the constant value α or 1 − α, while here (see (3.14) ) it has a dependence on the momentum and thus may have a non-trivial effect on the analytic structure. By combining the features of the two (q = 0 and α = 0) constructions, it should be relatively simple to suggest a proposal for the exact massive S-matrix for the superstring theory on AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 supported by a mixture of RR and NSNS flux.
